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the educational system reflected the consequences of economic and
cultural domination. Education ha.t.- been selected to serve as the
instrument of individual and social charge. Both the formal school
system and the out-of-school educational sector lave been vastly
expanded and reoriented. In the formal school system, elimination of
private schools after 1961, increased budgetary inputs, community
pressure, and vigorous enforcement of extended attendance
requirements have all contributed to skyrocketing public school
enrollment figures. Revolutionary Cuba has, for the first time
Latin America, created a social context where aspirations e
educational reform have been brought into harmonl with work
opportunities and national development goals. It remains to be seen
whether other Latin American countries will be able to draw from this

experience. (Author/DB)
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If one takes an overview of Latin American educational
systems during the vast decade or so, a nunvoer Or
continuing problems become clearly appal ent. For
one, the educational sector, with explosive expansion
to cieet growing social demand for schouline, !iqs
concerned a staggering percentage of national
budgets, a situation that has frequently led to
neglect of 'elated social sectors suc :-. as poblic
health, housing, and the like.

A second critical problem is the extremely Invv
retention powoi, or infernal efficiency, of Lulin Ameri-
can educational systems. That is to say, ract.st students
fail to complete primary schooling. In 1957, for
example 41 per cent of al: primary school enrollment
wa, concentrated in the first grade and 7 per cent
in the highost primary grade: in 1965 the percentages
wore 38 per cent and per cent, with only slight
improvement today. Th ...A situation rnears that those
few who graduate are pi oduced at enorous cost,
while the vast majority ol students learn only the
rudirnents of literacy and numeracy.

The third nroblem concerns what is learned in
school, i.e., now Fehool-aequired and/or reinforced
behaviors, attitudes, and skills link uo with national
development plans and aspirations. Here the edu-
cational reformers face, perhaps, the mo a enduring
and tenacious problem ii all: how can schools that
have traditionally functionedand with great success
essentially aF instruments for acculturation and

1'1 the legitimi7ation of Hispanic cultural dominance be
reoriented to serve the difficult processes of tech-
nological modernization and societal oeveloprnent?

Beginning in the early 1960s, the U.S., through the
AID, the Peace Corps, the military, and ether technical
assistance missions, sought to encourage and support
the reorientation of Latin American educational
systems. International organizations such as UNESCO
and ILO and large foundations (Ford, Rockefeller, et
al.), along with numerous U.S. universities, addressed
the same set of problems. These efforts wOrked
variously to provide educational facilities which %would
reduce unit costs and make schooling more internally
efficient by reducing waste and increasing com-
pletion rates, and perhaps most importantly, to relate
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reformed educational programs to ongning and
Proposed econornio devul Tinant plans. In education
as m sncial sectors, models and standards
irot-ri the U.S. and Western from adw:need
h.-ban and technological sock-ticswere naively
supNmposed ci rirvc.ly-s!' atnied and largely run31
Latin American societies -.Nita entrentheri educational
i-aditions iocused cc th,o granting of academic
professional !itie-s and the cvIlLrai syrnbols consid-
ered appropriate for elites already deteimined by
tainil; membership.

Results at this multinational educational interven-
tion in Latin American development have, to say the
least, ot been as expected. Rather than the hoped-for
incremental improvements in production, consump-
tion, and participation, we have seen the rise to
power ci!' military dieatorships in what was a continent
where at least quasi-democratic states predominated.
The consequences of rmis development for educational
reform have in most cases been increased inequity
in educational opportidity, and accordingly, increased
inequity ir life chances for the vast majority of
children.

In sum, attempts ct incremental social reform in
Latin America have failed because privileged elites
have been unwilling to accept even modest reform
and a corresponding iiiriirnal redistribution of
resources in favor of the grossly deprived and
impoverished majority. The military regimes the. have
come to power to halt any further moves toward
redistribution have vieAed schooling essentially as a
mechanism for social control and the maintenance

logitirn;zation of inequality and special privilege.

Against this background of failure, I would like to
examine a notable exception to rigidification and

oression in Latin American society and education.
This is the case of Cuba, where rPnrolutionary efforts
to create greater equality in economic and social
rdations during roughly the sa.ne years have required
corresponding efforts to revolutionize education and
turn it from what might be characterized as an ego-
centric consumer orientation to one seecing the
creation of a "new man": i.e, youth who will be
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systems, with their still powerful colonial functions,
be remade into mechanisms to support national goals
of social equity, economic development, and the
elimination of dependency'? Ny intent here is not to
hold up Cuba as an exemplary developmental model
the Cubans themselves will n9 doubt carry out this
taskbut rather to indicate fricmething of the highly
political nature of education and the close corre-
spondence between educational change poterdials
and the dominant ideological and reward systems
operating in any given society. I will examine in a
general way how the Cuban educational change
trategy has, on the one hand, come to grips v ith

basic obstacles to educational development, and, on
the other, completely altered relationships within
the educational complex, as well as educational
contributions to other sectors seeking to advance
social and economic development.

CRITICAL DEFECTS IN
PRE-REVOLUTIONARY EDUCATION

Given the near breakdown of Cuban society, the
problems facing revolutionary educational reformers
in 1959 appeared nearly insurmountable. Decades
of political turmoil, graft, bureaucratic mismanage-
ment, and the instability arising from the revolutionary
war in the late 1950$ all helped to produce one of
Latin America's most inequitable and inefficient
school systems. In most Latin American countries,
the proportion of any school-age generation reaching
each level of the school system slowly increases over
the years. In contrast, the proportion of children
receiving 1:,;iir a ry education in Cuba dropped markedly
from the 1920s to the 1950s.

Perhaps the crucial deficiency of pre-revolutionary
Cuban education lay in its orientation N professional
training, and a near total rejection of practical, work-
oriented skills required for national developmenL
Graduates of law, the humanities, and the arts com-
prised the largest group among the economically
active technical and professional population; in the
mid-1950s, for example, agriculture, the nation's
primary economic sector, ernploycA less than one
per cent of all professionals.



On aking power. Castro tOok pains to nastrucr all

Cubans how ince Jities and iaefficiencies in the

cducational aystern rr flectod the consequences of

economic and cu(tural domination. His orikaie say,
the essential fonctican ol i'han education u 1 a

al one of replicating in r1r, schools the social reia-
tions of production. This aiew, in what Samuel Bowles
has called the "Cam spo lconce Principle," relater:

education and economy la any society. As the social
relations of schaoling ropr duce tao social relations
of production i 1 each age group, the class structure
is, in large pa;t, also reproduced front one generation
to the next. And when the olvision of labor resulta

in a highly-stratified class stracture dominated by
foreign (largely U.S.) managoroent, technical paarsonn I,

and ideoloycal orientatcam as in pre-revoluConary
Caba, then we may well expect to find corresponding
underdevelopmeat of a nation's ed ucational
rnsitutiora

This, of cow se, iS riot to say that a srrall nuraber of
poor urban chkdren, and ea/en fewer rural yauth, did
not use schooling as a aaears io higher social status.
By far the vast majority, however, attanded schoa,ls

for no more than four or five ;,ears. This provided time

enough for chldrer learn the rudiments of numeracy
ard literacy on the ono hand, and tho stigma of thoir
lower-class origins and their failure to succeed on
the other. by colonizing the majority of Cuban yoath

to acaept individu responsibility for school failure,
and to accept economic and pol itictV relationships
that favored the few, Cuban uducation functioned
essentially to peroetuate and legitimize an oppressive
status quo.

Let us now examine haw recent Cuban efforts to

build a new egalitarian society have called for parallel
efforts to furviarner tally alter the goals, programs,
human relations, and outcomes of the educational
system.

PRIORITIES ANL) PROGRAMS
When a group with radically different values comes

to power in any society, they will attempt to implant
their ideology or system of evaluative principles abcut
the nature of reality. They will set new standards for
social relations and bring these standards to bear
on the programs el existing institutions. When pos-
sible, individuais who are for one reason or another
unable or unwilling to accept the legitimacy of the
new values and prescribed behaviors will seek to
escape, as did many American Tories who fled to
Canada after 1776, and many upper- and middle-class
Cubans who fled to the U. S. after 1959.

During the first years of revolutionary social and
economic reconstruction, the new government,
accordingly, sought to equate the process of educa-
tion with the process of revolution. Cuba would
become, in Castro's words, "one big school," where
radically-altered socio-economic relations would
be supported and reinforced by massive educational
efforts to teaCh Cubans of all ages the behaviors and

skills necessary to insure the survival of the new
dominant ideology. Castro's commitment to education
as the critical element in efforts to create new social
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/aloes is well illustrated in his remarks that: "We
'A';11 make revolution if we really win the battle of
education,' and "Education is the country's most
important task after having made the revolution, for
it will create the ideological framework for the new
generation," Thus, successful attainment of a new
educational policy became a critical factor in the task

of securing a revolutionary new status quo dedicated
to egalitarian values and l'ae development and

distribution of national resources.

To what extent hive Cubans actually been able to
change the educational system? What programs have

been developed to address the dual problems of
reducing the educational deficit inherited from
Batista's dictatorship, and implanting the "new system
of values'?

With regard to the first task, the government mobi-
lized hundreds of thonands of teachers, students,
and other urban dwellers during 1959 and in the early
1950s to prcAide schools for all children in rural
areas, to mount a national literacy campaign in 1961

all adult illiterates, and to provide adult education
follow-up courres for the newly literate. In 1961 alone,

:he government claimed a reduction of illiteracy
among those wer 14 years of age from about 21 per
cent to only 3.9 per cent. Through this vast mobi-
lization ot vo unleers, over one million Cubans of all

ages part;cipated either as teachers or new learners
in a revilutionary educational axperience of several
months' duration. At the sante Crne, elementary
school enrollments shot up and the pexentage of
chocii-age youth enrolled in educational programs

ros a from about 58 per cent to over 90 per cent. The
no iformal, or out-of-school, educational sector in like
manner grew at an impressive rate with the creation
of educational programs on the job, in the commu-
nit!, and in the large mass organizations representing

gsrnroeulpl sfa, rmers w orkers, you1h, women, and other

Regardless of the exact figure of new literates, the

literacy campaign through mass mobilization and a
rflas,..,ive input of resources accomplished in a period
of qess than one year what no other Latin American
society hes been abile to do: carry out a successful
national frontal-attack on chronic, widespread illit-
eracy. The largely wural campaign cost a good deal
in Ume lost from work ar.J school by the 271,000
volunteer teachers, and planning and administration
often foundered. But more than literacy for 707,212

Cuba's 985,000 illiterates resulted. Furthermore,
many young Cubans who went to the countryside as
teachers experienced for the first time the grim living
conditions, the poverty, and the lack of opportunity
in Cuba's most rural areas. With this experience, the
campaign's slogan of ''The People Should Teach the
People" became a realiti as Cubans from all classes
and areas mixed as never before and began tO
understand themselves better, as well as to see in

real life the revolution's causes and the legitimacy of
its ambitious goals to eliniinate exploitation and
structured inequality.

After 1966, educational priOritles shifted from the
problems of equal access to educational opportunities



and programs to a more focused concern on "cor-
rect" ideological formation, Drawing heavily on the
example and writinos of Ernesto (Cho) Guevara.
schools received the charge to mold "el hombre
nuevo," a new socialist man whose deeds and accom-
plishments would make possible Castro's utopian
call for 3 Marxist society in Cuba. Starting from the
belief that human nature is not fixed but largely a
product of social relations, Cuban educators now seek
to form youth dedicated to self-sacrifice, to struggle
against injustice and exploitation, to creative pro-
ductivity, and to defense of the revolution and present
regime. Efforts seeking these ends are, for example,
currently underway in a plan to move most secondary
schooling from cities into coeducational rural board-
ing schools where academic study is combined with
productive labor in agriculture. Students are, accord-
ingly, not only removed from the ego-enhancing
temptations of city life and family, but placed in
quasi-military settings, new living and learning con-
texts where the ideological formation and individual
behavior can be closely observed and influenced
with powerful nro, rewards and sanctions.

What then aie tho tangible accomplishments of
Cuba's two-pronged educational attack 0n inherited
edaaational problems, and its efforts to create a
"new man"? A thorough assessment will, of course,
only become possible when the Cuban government
feels confident enough to permit research on the
question in Cuba. Until that time, we have to depend
largely on accounts of visiting scholars, on UNESCO
data (Cub 4a is an active member), and on critiques
of educational programs in the Cuban press. The
following section will draw on these sources as well
as from first-hand observations made by the writer
during a three-week tour of Cuban educational
programs in December 1970.

EVALUATION
In Cuba after 1959, powerful pressures have been

brought to bear on every individual to develop a
revolutionary awareness, to participate in mass
organizations seeking individual and social change,
and to contribute to national economic development
largely by learning new needed skills and by volunteer
labor. As the chosen instrument to accomplish these
ends, education has been vastly expanded and
reoriented both in the formal school system and in

the out-of-school educational sector.
In the formal school system, elimination of private

schools after 1961, vastly-increased budgetary inputs,
along with community pressure and vigorous enforce-
ment of extended attendance reca.Orernents, have all

contributed to skyrocketing public schoral enrollment
figures. Even in Cuba's most remote areas, i.e., the

coastal swamps and eastern highlands, all children
now have opportunities to attend local primary schools.
But as schools remain rigidly test-oriented and
authoritarian, wastage and grade-repeating rates are
still high. Cuban educators today justify the continuing
highly-selective nature of their school system on the
need to build technical and leadership cadres
capable of d, riding the revolution and maintaining

its ideological purity.

Over a quarter of a million state fellowships, mostly
for secondary school study in ap oved concentra-
tions, have indeed opened opport nitios lea many
poor rural and urban students to comet ate. the;(
schooling and briag sorely-needed teehoical ato
agriculture, industry, construction, and other seckos.
Universities seek the dual priorities of ideological
commitment and technological expertise. The law
faculties have decreaeed and "careerism" is viewed
as selfish and counter-revolutionary behavioa Rather,
students are tauciht that new knowledge and skills
must be used to advance social reform and develop-
ment, and not be viewedas in the old daysas
private capital to he accumulated for individual or
family gains of status and consumption.

In sum, the 15 years of revolutionary change in
Cuban society have brought vast revisions in the
values, programs, and outcomes of the school sys-
tern. And as the revolution consolidates its gains,
government expectations are that the new social and
economic relations will be even more powerfully
reflected in and continued through the socialization
process in all aspects of daily life, and especially in

schools. Although these new relationships ace clearly
evident in all school programs and settings, formal
schools continue to be highly-selective authoritarian
and ego-enhancing institutioos, even whilc using
new staadards for socialistic "good behalaor."

For youth and adults who for various reasons are
viewed as non-integrados, or lacking integration in
the revolutionary process, Cuban educational authori-
ties have set up a vast nonformal, or parallel, edu-
cational sector enrolling nearly 400,0N studa,nts for
largely on-the-job technical and indoctrination courses
in the factories and fields, in work camps, in com-
munity centers, and in the mass organizations. These
programs are often carried out with participation of
the military and basically seek the same dual
objectives as formal schools, but in more disciplined
and work-related settings.

As the enormous educational deficit inherited from
the previous regime has been eradicated with the

building of a socialist nationwide learning system,
educational policy in recent years has increasingly
turned to the nagging problems of economic devel-
opment. Attempts to raise production and to have
such efforts viewed as the next revolutionary phase
require that educational programs place greater
emphasis on learning technical skills. If this shift frorn
moral to technical learning priorities continues, it will
be a powerful indicator of the degree to which Cuban
authorities believe that the Cuban revolutionary
ideology has been effectively implanted in new
behaviors, in new norms, and in new social relations.
For when revolutions succeed or achieve a new stage

of equilibrium, routinization, and conservation, edu-
cational priorities also shift from learning revolutionary
morality and the culture of the utopian goal to
learning the new techniques used in maintaining

that new culture.

CONCLUSIONS
Jose Marti, Cuba's poet-revolutionary, long ago set



the direction for educational change in his small
Caribbean country with the exhortation that "One
should learn in school to control the forces one has
to grapple with i i life. The word 'school' should be
replaced by 'workshop. " With a new national devel-
opment strategy based on the concepts of equality,
participation, and productivity. revolutionary Cuba
has, for the first time in any Latin American country,
created a social context where educational reform
aspirations, work opportunities, and national develop-
ment goals have been brought into a considerable
degree of harmony.

Whether other Latin American countries will be able
to draw upon this experience is, to say the least,
highly problematic. An unusual combination of cir-
cumstanoes not likely to happen again facilitated
Cuba's social revolution. A radically-altereo value
system has been developed and put into practice
during tne past decade with corresponding changes
in Individual behavior, social relations, and the opera-
tive system of rewards and sanctions.

When political groups seeking to pattern social and
educational change on the Cuban model have failed
te take ,:omplete power, as in Chile, Bolivia, cr
Urugua', externally-supported repression has soon

wed. Nov, on the other hand, is it sufficient for
new elites, as in Peru, to dominate and intend to
seleotively adapt revolutionary educational programs.
Recent P-.ruvian efforts to copy Cuban educational
reform programs and approaches have, for example,
largely failed because the schools cannot be radically
changed w'thin a relatively static social situation
haracterizad by gross Aructured inequaLty. In Cuba,

behaviors associated with the "new man" receive
both moral and material rewards in the school, in
the work place, and in the community. In Peru, how-
ever, exhortations for self-scrifice and service to
the community pronounced in the classroom or work-
shop are largely viewed as naive nonsense, as another
bureaucratic ploy, in the larger, unreformed society.
In Cuba, young volunteers are treated as heroes; in
Peru, they are most often characterized as "fortoS
utiles,- useful fools.

Thus, Peru's attempt to create "a nev.1 Peruvian
man" through selectively drawing on Cuban educa-
tional change examples for school reform, but in a
largely unreformed class society, is unlikely to meet
the military junta's expectations. To the extent that
the -Correspondence Principle" is valid, formal
schools can never serve as centers for the dissemi-
nation of radical change into the larger society. Quite
thg contrary, only when a new value system has
come to power will schools undergo rapid and pro-
found change so as to reflect altered priorities
arm} social relations. PM
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